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Intro:

Soil Erosion is an issue worldwide, which is mainly caused by human

activity or rough weather, and natural causes. Human activity, for example,

deforestation, is the removal of trees or a forest that is replaced with farms and

ranches. This, however, can cause erosions to occur due to the lack of plant

cover, making it easy for the soil to be swept away. This experiment will

demonstrate the natural help plants provide to keep the soil intact and avoid

being carried away. My hypothesis is if two bread pans are filled with soil, with

one having seeds in them and the other having none. Then the one containing

the seeds will reduce the soil being carried away due to the rain ( the running

water from the watering can). The hazard for this lab is to be cautious handling

sharp objects like bread pans, cake pans, and scissors.

Background:

The purpose of this experiment is to find out if plants help with soil erosion,

and how plants are useful in any environment. “Erosion is a natural phenomenon,
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but since it causes damage to vegetation, landscapes, agriculture, and property,

it’s considered a serious environmental issue” (Roundy 2019). It’s mainly caused

by heavy rain which picks up soil and moves it freely. “Topsoil, which lies close to

the surface of the land, contains essential nutrients for crops” (Sulaeman 2020).

Erosion can negatively affect crop fields, and can even cause flooding due to

creating layers of soil that stop streams and rivers from flowing.

Soil erosion can cost the world billions of dollars every year by washing

pollutants into our streams and rivers and by causing the loss of farmland

(Science Buddies 2020). Fortunately, there is a solution to this problem by using

plants. Plants can actually grow their roots deep inside the soil. This allows them

to access any water and mineral underneath for survival. At the same time, they

are also able to hold the soil together in case of strong winds that blow the soil

away.

Even when it comes to flowing water, the plants hold the soil tightly enough

to prevent the water from actually eroding the soil (Mounts 2021). For my

experiment, I will set up two small aluminum pans/ containers with holes poked

through for the water to drain out (representing the rain). There will be one pan

withholding the plants and soil in one pan while the other with just soil. This will

test if the plants are able to hold the soil tight enough to avoid any erosion.

Pictures will be provided for each step and the end results.
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Procedure:
1. Fill 6 bread pans with soil
2. Plant the seeds inside three of the bread pan
3. Make sure to label the bread pans afterward with three having seeds and

the other three having no seeds
4. Use a sharp tool to cut holes at the bottom of each bread pan, which will

be the drainage for the water to pass through.
5. Place three of the bread pans (with the seeds) onto a cake pan and the

other three (no seeds) onto the other cake pan to hold the water.
6. Place all six bread pans (including the cake pans) outdoors
7. Water them gently and avoid overflowing.
8. Water them for the next 7-10 days.
9. Record a table with three trials for results.
10. Use a kitchen scale to record the mass of an empty cake pan and

record it on lab book
11. Cut half of the vertical side of each plastic bread pan.
12. Tilt the bread pan at an angle by putting another small object

underneath while the cake pan is at the side for collecting the water from
the bread pan.

13. Use a watering can to slowly pour water onto the bread pan, make sure
the can is high enough to get all the soil.

14. Carefully lift the bread pan and pour the water into the cake pan,
avoiding spilling out any additional dirt into the cake pan.

15. Afterward, you should be left with some soil and water in the cake pan.
16. Carefully drain the water out of the cake pan to be left with only the soil.
17. Use a kitchen scale to measure the mass of the cake pan and soil

together, and then record it onto a lab book.
18. Repeat steps 12 - 17 for the remaining bread pans.

Data:
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Soil Mass
(g)

Soil Type Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

Seeds 21 g 26 g 20 g

No seeds 51 g 47 g 54 g

Calculations:

Soil Mass
(g)

Soil Type Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

Seeds 21 g 26 g 20 g

No seeds 51 g 47 g 54 g

Everything subtracted by the cake pan without soil: - 19
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Averages of trials for both soil types calculated:

Soil Mass
(g)

Soil Type Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Average

Seeds 2g 7g 1g 3.3333...

No seeds 35g 28g 32g 31.6666...

Conclusion:
Results: The data and the graph shown above show the number of soil

that has been left on the cake pan measured in grams. The data proves that
having grown seeds planted or none at all will affect the amount of soil loss
caused by the rain carrying it away from the bread pans. During each trial, the
same amount of water is used throughout the whole experiment by using a
watering can that simulates real-life rainfall and pouring from above at an
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appropriate height. While separating the water to keep the soil itself, it’s important
to keep in mind that losing too much soil can cause a negative impact, leading to
disapproving results. Lastly, The leftover soil inside the cake pan is weighed on a
kitchen scale in grams, and subtracted by another empty cake pan (measured
earlier before the start of the experiment), and recorded onto a table which is
later set up on a graph.

Analysis: Before the erosion test began, all bread pans had to have one
side cut and folded to allow the soil to flow out and into the cake pan. Procedures
were carefully followed along during the experiment, and the watering can was
filled to the maximum so that each bread pan can get an equivalent amount of
water. Starting with the no seeds, the first trial had more leftover soil compared to
the rest. The third trial was the second-highest amount of soil than the second
trial which must mean there could be a human error while handling the third
bread pan. After each trial is finished, the soil combined with water inside the
cake pan is filtered, leaving the soil itself.

Moving on with the seeds planted, all three trials turned out to have a lot
less soil than the seedless bread pans. The numbers range from 1 to 7 grams
worth of soil, which is proven by the bread pans barely carrying out soil because
the seed’s roots hold onto the soil tightly, anchoring the plant onto the soil.
Finally, all cake pans containing the soil are measured using a kitchen scale and
subtracted by an empty cake pan to get the mass of the soil alone. Then, all of it
was recorded onto a data table and inserted into a graph. In conclusion, with all
the data and calculations completed and examined, I’d have to say that my
hypothesis is upheld by this experiment.

When doing an erosion experiment, errors can be expected to be present
throughout the whole process. The first trial of the no seeds has more soil than
all three trials. This is likely because of the way I’ve poured water onto the soil, I
should have not focused on pouring one spot for a long period of time because
that allows for more soil to be flown away. The second mistake I’ve done was
with the filtration process, the amount of soil that was left was acceptable but the
water beneath it had more soil collected. It might be due to the speed of water
and soil I poured through the filter, as I’ve noticed doing it too fast can push the
soil covered on top of the filter and back into the water.
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Abstract Review:

The purpose of this experiment is to see if plants are able to prevent soil

erosion. My hypothesis was “if two bread pans filled with soil with one having

seeds in them while the other without, then the one containing the seeds will

reduce or at least stop the soil from being carried away due to rainfall.” The

procedure was to have six bread pans with three each having seeds while the

other having no seeds. All I had to do next was to pour water above the bread

pans which simulates rainfall in real life and filter the water out of the cake pans.

Afterward, I weighed and calculated the mass to get the soil itself and recorded it

on a data table with trials. My hypothesis ended up being upheld and correct

because the seed’s roots held tightly onto the soil compared to the seedless

bread pans. Minor human errors were noted and corrected but weren’t that big of

a deal to take the whole experiment to a negative conclusion.


